
PAY FOR WHAT YOU USE
Renting material handling equipment can be 
more cost-effective than buying one outright. 
Rental costs are based on how many days, 
weeks or months you use it. When you make 
the decision to purchase equipment, you pay for 
100% of the equipment whether it is used every 
day, or less than 10 hours a week. 
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IMPROVED SAFETY
Renting equipment could improve safety in the 
workplace. LiftOne offers training on how to use 
the equipment properly, ensuring employees are 
equipped with the knowledge and skills needed 
to operate machine safely. LiftOne also upholds 
strict maintenance and safety protocols to ensure 
rentals are in excellent condition and safe to use.
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REDUCED MAINTENANCE COSTS
From preventative maintenance to routine 
inspections, equipment requires support. When 
renting, LiftOne maintains and ensures the 
rented equipment is in good working condition. 
You don’t have to worry about scheduling 
maintenance or paying for unexpected 
breakdowns—you can focus on your business. 
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FLEXIBILITY
Rental is ideal for short term or one-off 
projects. This is useful for businesses 
that experience fluctuations and 
seasonal demands throughout the 
year, as you can adjust your rental 
agreement accordingly.
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ACCESS TO THE LATEST TECHNOLOGIES
Material handling technology features are continually evolving, with new models offering improved efficiency, 
safety and performance. By renting, you can take advantage of these technological advancements without having 
to purchase a new machine every time an upgrade is available. 
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READY TO RENT WITH LIFTONE? 

liftone.net | 1.855.LiftOne

Renting material handling equipment is a cost-effective way to expand your fleet without increasing capital 
expense. Read more about how renting material handling equipment from LiftOne can help you achieve 
your operational goals and save you money. 

05 BENEFITS
OF RENTING

Contact your local sales representative today or visit us online to request a rental at liftone.net/rental
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